Production - shooting

Kit
Making a film can be a very complicated but highly enjoyable and creative experience. Once you have
spent valuable time in pre-production researching and planning your film it is very important you use
the correct kit.
We recommend you shoot your film on digital video (DV). There are lots of different makes and models
of camera. All of them have their pros and cons. The most basic decent broadcast quality camera is the
Sony Z1. This camera can also shoot in the HDV format if needed, which can provide even better picture
quality. However, shooting HDV can prove more expensive for tape stock and could need additional
equipment like additional external hard drives in the edit.
You will need a good quality tripod with fluid head. This is a small level device which makes sure your
shots are balanced correctly. You also need to acquire either DV tape stock or HDV stock and a basic
lighting kit. Very importantly and often overlooked, is the use of good microphones such as a boom, or
radio microphone and a set of headphones so that you or the sound recordist can make sure good
quality sound is being recorded.
It is desirable to have a dedicated Camera Operator to shoot your material for you. However, many
Directors now have to shoot their own footage and even operate their own sound equipment. Even if
you do have your own Camera Operator please do read the hints and tips below for camera set up and
shooting techniques. The more you understand about camera practice, the better you can be at
communicating with your operator and working as an effective Director.

Hints and tips – basic camera set up
■
■

■

Set up the tripod making sure legs are secure and tripod head is straight (use the spirit balance)
Attach plate to camera base tightly and attach to camera tripod – check camera and tripod are
very securely fixed together. To tighten the plate to the camera use a coin - always make sure
you have one in your back pocket!
Take off lens cap and turn on camera and set to either DV SP, DV Cam or HDV recording mode

■
■
■
■

■

■
■

■
■

Set aspect ratio to 16:9
Set desired frame on person and or object
Zoom in and set focus using tip of interviewee’s nose or their eye as a guide for clarity
White balance for either interior, exterior or mixed lighting. Internal camera settings can be
used but it’s best to set the white balance using a white piece of paper - another thing to have in
your back pocket!
Set the final frame of the subject that you are happy with, make sure the edges of the frame
look balanced and that no object appears as if it’s growing out of the back of your interviewee’s
head, for example a plant!
Reset time code to zero and run 30 seconds of colour bars if you are starting at the beginning of
new tape
Remember you have to run at least 5 seconds of time code at the start and end of recording
action or even for a still for pre-role purposes in the edit. Your ‘clean’ recording needs to be at
least 10 seconds in length.
If you are shooting a pan or a tilt remember to practice the movement before you go for a take.
Always plan where the shot begins and ends.
Hand held camera work is a skill so only record this way when no other option is possible. If you
do have to record hand held, try to keep your body weight central and do not lean back
however tempting it is – you will begin to shake! Using the hand strap is not always the best
approach; holding the camera from the base is often better. Do not frame too tightly as this will
draw attention to camera shake.

Hints and tips – camera techniques
■
■

■

■
■

■

■

■

Hold the shots, and keep them still. Nothing drives an Editor crazier than seeing that crucial
moment ruined by a restless camera operator.
When you move the camera, move it for a reason. For example with a panning shot or a shot
that tilts up or down, move from something to something else and hold the shot for a few
seconds at the end of each movement.
The zoom control can be very helpful when shooting action off the tripod – handheld. Zoom in
or out when action is taking place and hold for at least 5 seconds. If you zoom in and out and
only capture action for a second, your Editor will not have enough to include in the edit.
When filming someone who is moving, for example walking, try and allow space in the shot for
them to walk into. If possible try to anticipate the action in advance.
Try and shoot a wide variety of shots as these work best in the edit. Long shots, medium shots,
panning and hand held shots. Also consider a variety of angles; a high angle to show a location in
its entirety or a low angle to make someone look important.
When filming an interview always make sure the eye line is correct. For example the interviewee
is looking at the interviewer who usually sits as close to the camera as possible. This is referred
to as the interviewee looking ‘just off camera’.
Always shoot a variety of establishing shots. These may be of the location where an interview is
taking place so locates us in a ‘place in time’. For example the outside of the building, signage of
the establishment etc.
One of the most important selection of shots are cutaways. These are used to edit an interview
and draw us deeper in to a story and add meaning to what the film is about. For example, your

interviewee may be discussing his work as a gardener so you will need shots of him at work,
planting flowers, arranging pots, pruning shrubs etc.

Shot sizes
It is a good idea to get used to referring to shot sizes by the following titles. It will help you to keep the
shot sizes consistent and label your shots in the edit:
ECU

Extreme Close Up

BCU

Big Close Up

CU

Close Up

CS

Close Shot

MCS

Medium Close Shot

MS

Mid Shot

WS

Wide Shot

ELS

Extreme Long Shot

Single

Shot of one person,usually speaking

2S

Two Shot (shot of two people)

POV

Point of View (shot from the viewpoint of the cameraman)

GV

General View (usually wide shot establishing the location)

OS

Off Screen or out of shot.

Interviewing for documentaries
Interviewing is simple but doing it well is a real skill. First of all you have to decide whether your
interviewee is speaking to camera or off camera. Usually the person will be speaking off camera to the
interviewer; speaking in to camera is a style that is generally used for presenters. However, please do
feel free to experiment - there are no hard and fast rules when it comes to personal style and approach.
If the person asking the questions is also operating the camera and you would like your interviewee to
look off camera, you could approach the scenario in the following way: Set up your framing on the
interviewee, turn the camera to record and sit next to the camera so the interviewee is speaking directly
to you. After you have asked maybe two questions you can switch off the camera, reframe and ask an
additional two questions. This approach ensures your interviewee engages with you, their eye line is
correct and you can still record the questions in a variety of framing to make the interview look more
visually interesting.
Please find some handy hints and tips for interviewing below:

Hints and tips – interview techniques and approaches

■
■

■
■

■
■

■
■

■

■

Always prepare your interview questions in advance. Around six to eight questions is generally
enough.
Most interviewees like to be briefed before you start filming as it helps relax them. But it is a
good idea not to discuss the questions before you start to keep freshness. The first answers they
give are often the best and you do not want to miss them while breaking the ice.
It helps to ask the interviewee to include your questions in their answers. This can avoid the
need for introductory commentary.
The interviewer should stay quiet during answers and react with gentle facial expressions and
nodding. When the interviewee has finished, it is a good idea to remain silent for a few extra
seconds as this often encourages them to add a useful sound bite that summarises the answer
they have just given and also allows some extra time on the tape for the edit.
When your interviewee has finished answering a question, press ‘Pause’ while they listen to the
next question to reframe the shot. This helps in the edit.
If you decide to include the interviewer’s voice in your documentary, the interviewee does not
have to reply in context, but you must ensure an individual microphone is placed on the
interviewer so we can hear them clearly in the film.
Remember your interviewee may be very nervous so be attentive to their needs and do stop the
interview and offer them a drink if you feel they need a break.
Your replies generally need to be a few sentences in length so do not be afraid to intervene if
the interviewee goes off the intended subject matter. Do not show frustration however; always
encourage them and never tell them what to say as this usually leads to very stilted and
unnatural responses.
Try and relax your interviewee by using open body language, unfolded legs and arms -and smile!
Begin the interview with easy warm up questions and build to the more difficult questions as
the interview progresses.
Always try and ask open-ended questions so you have a few sentences of response, you do not
want a simple yes or no.

Please find some detailed examples of this below: example:
Question: Is Liverpool your favourite football team?
Reply: ‘Yes’
Instead, for more extensive replies we would look for the following:
Question: Why is Liverpool your favorite football team?
Reply: ‘Well it is everything about the team, its history, the manager, the players and I suppose my
father and brother support the team too’.
To try and ensure replies are always a few sentence in length always begin interview questions with the
following:
Why?
What?
When?
Where?

How?
Often in documentary the interviewer’s voice is edited out so the interviewee must reply in complete
sentences so it makes sense and is in context for the edit.
For example:
A reply not in context:
‘Well sometimes at 8am or even 10am, it depends really’
A reply in context:
‘ I usually have breakfast at 8am in the morning or even 10am, it depends’

Health and safety
Health and safety is your number one concern while filming, and far more important than getting the
shot.
Think carefully about dangers in the locations you intend to film in. Even a street can be full of hazards.
You or an assistant need to be looking out all the time. Assess every situation carefully and use your
common sense. Do not take any risks and do not become a risk to others. Contributors can be very
obliging but remember they are your responsibility so look after them.
When filming on location, especially in public places, it is always a good idea to have a copy of your
company insurance or a copy of your personal public liability insurance if you have it.

